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ABSRACT 
 
One recurring problem in Variable Data Printing (VDP) is that the existing contents cannot satisfy the VDP task as-is. 
So there is a strong need for content fitting technologies to support high-value digital publishing applications, in which 
text and image are the two major types of contents. This paper presents meta-Autocrop framework for image fitting and 
TextFlex technology for text fitting. The meta-Autocrop framework supports multiple modes: fixed aspect-ratio mode, 
advice mode, and verification mode. The TextFlex technology supports non-rectangular text wrapping and paragraph-
based line breaking. We also demonstrate how these content fitting technologies are utilized in the overall automated 
composition and layout system.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Variable Data Printing (VDP) provides a huge opportunity for digital publishing and printing business. In addition to 
creating new contents specifically for the targeted VDP application, we also have several other venues to obtaining the 
contents: from the past campaigns, on the Internet (with appropriate copyright treatment), or from third parties. 
However, one recurring problem is that the existing contents cannot satisfy the VDP task as-is. For example, the aspect 
ratio of an image cannot fit into the copy hole of a layout; too much customized text cannot fit into a text block. So there 
is a strong need for content fitting technologies to support high-value digital publishing applications. As the two major 
types of variable data contents, text and image both need technologies that can automatically adapt them in order to 
achieve the best overall layout in VDP. 
 
The basis of text fitting is a format to describe text flow. A number of layout description formats and related software 
systems exist for VDP. For example, XSL-FO is a widely accepted as an XML-based W3C standard [1] and suitable 
feature set for VDP. Besides, the Apache FOP [2] emerges as a popular implementation of parsing and rendering XSL-
FO documents because of its open-source nature and reasonable quality. Such openness is XSL-FO/FOP’s major 
advantage over commercial graphics design software such as Adobe InDesign and QuarkXpress and their proprietary 
formats. On the other hand, XSL-FO and FOP only support simple text placement within a rectangular container (see 
Figure 1(b)), and they do not provide several advanced text handling features needed in high-end VDP applications: text 
wrapping (placing text in a non-rectangular container around the boundary of an object, see Figure 1(a)), and paragraph-
based line breaking (deciding how to break a paragraph into text lines using global optimization).  
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     (a). Desired non-rectangular text wrapping  (b). Rectangular text wrapping supported by XSL-FO and FOP 

Figure 1: Mismatch between the desired layout features and existing formats and systems 

 
The most common form of image fitting is Autocrop, which intelligently crops the images to satisfy the overall layout 
requirements. Most existing work on Autocrop utilizes variants of saliency maps to indicate the important regions of an 
image [3][4]. However, there is no published work on how to customize Autocrop to satisfy the requirements of 
automatic layout system in VDP.  
 
This paper introduces novel technologies that can effectively solve the aforementioned problems in text and image 
content fitting. TextFlex is an advanced text handling adaptor to XSL-FO and FOP. With TextFlex, we can support 
complex layouts (see Figure 1(a)) in VDP applications on top of standard XSL-FO and FOP. TextFlex also features 
paragraph-based line breaking. Besides, meta-Autocrop framework is proposed to provide multi-mode Autocrop 
services for VDP. Autocrop results can be directly expressed constraints to drive automatic layout algorithms.  

2. TEXTFLEX 
 
In Section 1, we point out the lack of open text layout formats that support advanced text handling features.  In theory, 
there are several alternatives to this problem: 1) Wait for future versions of XSL-FO with the desired features added and 
the new version of the system supporting the features; 2) Go with another format and system that support the features; 
and 3) Adapt the existing format and system. In reality, Option 1 is full of uncertainty and runs the risk of losing 
competition advantages. Option 2 requires fundamental system redesign and thus substantial development effort. Thus, 
Option 3 stands out as the most practical solution. Along this direction, we have introduced TextFlex technology. The 
key ideas are:  

• Enhance the existing file format by adding necessary element/attribute types.  
• Develop a preprocessor to parse the enhanced files. The elements/attributes supported in the existing file 

format/system will be passed to the output file stream as-is. When the preprocessor encounters the 
elements/attributes of the customized types, it will invoke special component to convert those 
elements/attributes into the elements/attributes supported by the existing format, and then insert them to the 
output file stream.   

• The resulting output file will then be processed or rendered by existing systems.  
As shown in Figure 4, we insert extend textwrap objects into ordinary XSL-FO documents. The shapefile attribute of 
points to an external copy hole shape description file that supports polygons, circles, and ellipses, etc. When the text 
handling adaptor encounters textwrap in the parsing process, it will retrieve the text content, font information, and copy 
hole shape. Figure 2 displays an example. Then the text is placed into the copy hole in several steps. The first step is to 
decompose each shape into a stack of rectangular blocks using computational geometry algorithms. Then the text in 
each paragraph is placed into the text line blocks. FOP’s built-in line-breaking algorithm is a greedy line-by-line 
process, which attempts to put as much as possible text into each line. This algorithm is very simple, but the line-
breaking results are far from satisfactory.  As seen in Figure 3(a), it can result in very uneven right edges. In contrast, the 
paragraph-based line-breaking algorithm, which was first introduced by Donald Knuth in Tex [6], can produce much 
better results (see Figure 3(b)). The key idea of paragraph-based algorithm is to use dynamic programming to globally 
optimize some aesthetic cost function. Thus, the algorithm considers the effect on following lines when breaking the 
current line. TextFlex incorporates an improved version of Chung-chien Shan’s C++ implementation [7]. Our 
improvement has added the support of variable widths of characters and lines. Depending on the applications, optionally 
font size may be adjusted to make the text fit into the bounding box. After that, individual text lines are rendered as 
separate text blocks in standard formats such as XSL-FO or SVG based on the calculated start positions and 
dimensions.  
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(a). Text content to be laid out    (b). Font specification        (c). Polygon description 

Figure 2: Sample input files specified for <textwrap> 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                     (a). Greedy algorithm                                 (b). Paragraph-based algorithm  

Figure 3: Comparison of greedy and paragraph-based line breaking 
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Figure 4: Text Placement in TextFlex 

 

3. META-AUTOCROP FRAMEWORK 
 
Although automatic cropping can be carried out using different image analysis algorithms, no single algorithm can work 
well for a wide variety of images. So we have incorporated a number of operational modes, each of which utilizes a 
different cropping algorithm, and then we can select the mode most suitable for a particular input image based on the 
image category or application type.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Meta-Autocrop framework 

The above figure displays the configuration of the proposed meta-Autocrop framework. The input image is first sent 
into "Mode Selection" module (MS), which will decide the actual cropping mode to be invoked. MS makes decisions 
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based on a number of factors such as metadata associated with the images, the image category, and the feedback from 
the master application. The application can impose constraint on the cropping. For example, it may require that the crop 
comply with a specific aspect ratio.  
 
To cater for different requirements of VDP, we have implemented the following Autocrop operational modes: 

Table 1: Modes in meta-Autocrop framework 

No Mode Description Application 
1 Fixed Aspect Ratio Find crops that satisfy the specified aspect 

ratio  
Deal with the copy hole 
constraint. 

2 Advice Mode Find the extent of cropping along the four 
borders 

Integrated with constraint-based 
layout algorithms 

3 Affine-transform 
Based Non-
rectangular Cropping 

Preprocess the image with affine transform 
and map the rectangular crops into the 
original coordinates to get non-rectangular 
crops 

Offer more freedom of generating 
non-rectangular cropping 

 
The Fixed Aspect Ratio Mode is designed and implemented by Phil Cheatle [4]. It is based on the clustering of saliency 
map. Figure 6 shows a typical example where the original image taken from a digital camera is cropped to fit into 6x4 
photo paper. 

                                 
(a) Original 4:3 digital photo     (b) Cropped 3:2 picture 

Figure 6: Example of Aspect Ratio Mode Autocrop 

The Advice Mode decides the maximal extent of cropping along the four borders, and it gives the results at different 
risk levels: Conservative, Aggressive, and Ultra-aggressive.  Table 2 lists the criteria and application domains of the 
three sub-modes. Figure 7 demonstrates the cropping results under the three sub-modes.  It can be seen that Ultra-
conservative Sub-mode works best for Figure 7(a). The other two sub-modes will cut off the tab of the package because 
the color of the tab is very close to the pure background. In contrast, Conservative Sub-mode does the best job on Figure 
7(b) because the color clustering accurately merges the cloud into a single background area. The Ultra-conservative 
Sub-mode crops nothing at all in this case. 
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                                                                  (a)                                                                                              (b) 
Figure 7: Results of different sub-modes under Advice Mode 

Table 2: Sub-modes of Advice Mode 

No Sub-mode Cropping algorithm Suitable image category or application domain 
1 Aggressive Saliency map Unedited natural photos with complicated background 
2 Conservative Color clustering Objects with a relatively even background 
3 Ultra-conservative Color keying Processed product pictures with very homogenous 

background 
 
In many professional publishing applications, the copy hole can be of shapes other than upright rectangles. Thus, there 
exists a need to expand Autocrop to find non-rectangular shaped crops. In the affine-transform based non-rectangular 
cropping mode, an affine transform is designed according to the expected cropping shapes. Then this transform is 
applied to the original image.  The resulted image is processed by conventional Autocrop methods to locate regular 
rectangular crops. Finally the crops are mapped back to the original coordinate system to get the crops of the desired 
shapes or orientations. In this way, we can obtain parallelogram-shaped crops. Figure 8 shows the results after different 
steps.  
 

                 
                               (a)                  (b) 

Ultra-
conservative 

 
Conservative 

 
Aggressive 
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(c) 

Figure 8: Example of the non-rectangular cropping based on affine transform 

(a). Original image  (b). Distorted image with conventional Autocrop result (Red box) 

 (c). Crop (Red box) on the original image 

4. APPLICATIONS OF CONTENT FITTING TECHNOLOGY IN VDP 

 
Figure 9: Role of content fitting in digital publishing pipleline 

As shown in Figure 9, TextFlex and Autocrop have been integrated into HP Labs’ end-to-to digital publishing pipeline. 
TextFlex has been used to support nonrectangular text wrapping. Autocrop can be directly integrated with the 
constraint-based Active Layout Engine (ALE) [9]. The advice mode results can be represented as linear constraints. For 
example, “<constraint rule="20 >=topoffset" strength="required" />” means that the top of an image cannot be cropped 
by more than 20 pixels. Our current implementation leverages the constraint description part of the CSVG language [8]. 
Taking advantage of the clipping path in SVG and Active Layout Template [9], we do not need to actually generate the 
cropped image files. The following SVG segment demonstrates this virtual cropping technique. The demo22.JPG 
enclosed inside the SCG corresponds to the image at the bottom of the document shown in Figure 10. When ALE sets 
topoffset to 20, we get the layout of Figure 10(b).  
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<svg xml:space="preserve" width="401" height="138"> 
<g> 
<clipPath id="MyClip"> 
<rect style="stroke:green;fill:none" x="0" y="##topoffset" width="401" height="##+138-topoffset "/> 
</clipPath> 
</g> 
<g  clip-path="url(#MyClip)"> 
<image xlink:href="demo22.JPG" id="red" x="0" y="0" width="401" height="138"/> 
</g> 
</svg> 
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(a). Original layout                                            (b). After layout adjustment based on new text contents 

Figure 10: Application of Autocrop and TextFlex in Active Layout Engine 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Content fitting is a significant technology in the automated end-to-end VDP workflow. Working together with 
automatic layout technology, the creation side bottleneck can be relieved or even eliminated in particular applications. 
On the other hand, content fitting is a multidisciplinary area. Text fitting requires mathematical optimization, text 
composition, and computational geometry. Autocrop heavily relies on image processing techniques.  
 
One interesting question about Autocrop is how reliable and robust it is compared with human beings. We have 
addressed this benchmarking question in another paper [5]. Besides, although TextFlex has already added valuable 
capabilities on top of standard XSL-FO, there are still more features to be supported, such as in-line text and 
sophisticated kerning. In addition, in order to utilize the content fitting technology in production environment, we have 
to deal with many challenges, including system optimization, distributed computing, and fault tolerance. 
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